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A B S T R A C T

A huge difference between the structure and the properties of equilibrium and metastable Fe–Ga alloys along with
an uncertain specification for their metastable state lead to urgent necessity of understanding the cooling rate
role in the formation of the alloys structure. We studied structure of Fe-(9-33 at.%)Ga alloys after cooling with
different cooling rates (furnace, air, water, as cast) and report structure and dependencies of lattice parameter
for A2 and D03 phases on Ga content in Fe–Ga alloys. The first and second critical cooling rates are determined as
the beginning and the end of formation of equilibrium L12 phase.

1. Introduction

Fe–Ga alloys, also known as Galfenols, exhibit an attractive com-
bination of magnetostrictive and mechanical properties. The puzzle of
the nature of giant magnetostriction in ferromagnetic α-Fe alloyed by
nonmagnetic Ga is under extensive discussions [1–7]. Magnetostriction
of α-Fe increases with an increase in the Ga content in α-Fe-Ga alloys
with the A2 structure up to 17–20%Ga (in this paper we use only
atomic per cents), then decreases between 20 and 23–24%Ga, again
increases between 24 and 27–28%Ga, and finally decreases above
28%Ga. According to the equilibrium phase diagrams [8–10], the alloys
with 21–26%Ga correspond to two-phase structures with a mixture of
A2 and L12 crystalline lattices, the alloys with 27–28%Ga correspond to
an L12 single phase, and the alloys with more than 29%Ga correspond
to L12 and Fe6Ga5 phases. This statement is also supported by first-
principle simulations [11]. Among above mentioned structures, only
the A2 phase has positive magnetostriction. Therefore, the real struc-
ture of Fe–Ga alloys, in most cases – as cast alloys, is rather different to
that of proposed by the equilibrium diagram. Some compromise was
found in the paper by O. Ikeda et al. [12], in which a metastable phase
diagram was suggested, and it proposes the presence of the D03 struc-
tures with positive magnetostriction – a weakly ordered A2 phase – in a
wide range of Ga concentrations in iron. Unfortunately, the term ‘me-
tastable’ diagram was not specified with respect neither to cooling rates
of the samples nor their size. An increase in the size of bulk materials
obviously decreases the cooling rate and leads do a different structure
in outer and inner parts of a sample.

The effect of the structure of the Fe–Ga alloys on their functional

properties is discussed in almost all research papers, and a huge dif-
ference in sample properties after ‘quick’ and ‘slow’ cooling is firmly
stated. Surprisingly, in almost all papers, the terms ‘quick’ and ‘slow’
are not defined with respect to cooling rates.

Earlier, we studied phase transitions in as cast bulk Fe–Ga alloys at
instant heating [13,14] and isothermal annealing [15,16] using in situ
and high resolution neutron diffraction (ND). In this paper, we present
the results of structural studies by high resolution ND of bulk samples of
Fe-(15–33)Ga alloys cooled down by several regimes. Namely, for all
the samples these regimes are: (i) as cast (average cooling rate is esti-
mated to be ~2000 K/min for an ingot with dimensions
60 × 12 × 4 mm), (ii) air cooled (60–70 K/min for a sample with di-
mensions 30 × 8 × 4 mm), and (iii) furnace cooling (2 K/min for a
sample with dimensions 30 × 8 × 4 mm). We also used water
quenching but no difference was found between water quenching and
as cast samples.

Casting, water-, air- and furnace-cooling are the main regimes for
cooling in practice. Our estimations of the cooling rates provide average
values for the surface of the samples. The cooling rate of the bulk
samples is not linear, and it slows down with a decrease in temperature.
For example, the cooling rate of 2 K/min in a vacuumed furnace used
for in situ neutron diffraction tests is linear between 900 and 250 °C,
below 250 °C the cooling rate becomes slower. Nevertheless, the phase
transitions below 250 °C are very slow [17] and can be neglected. In
addition to above mentioned cooling regimes, we also applied different
cooling rates (from 1 to 30 K/min) in order to find out critical cooling
rates with respect to formation of equilibrium phases: VCr1 is defined in
this paper as the beginning and VCr2 – as the end of formation of
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equilibrium L12 phase in Fe3Ga type alloy.

2. Material and methods

Fe-(9-33 at.%)Ga alloys were produced by rapid solidification in a
copper mold using Fe (commercial purity) and Ga (99.99%) by induc-
tion melting under the protection of a high-purity argon gas in an
Indutherm MC–20 V furnace. The chemical compositions were con-
firmed with an accuracy of 0.2% by Energy Dispersive X-ray
Spectroscopy (EDX). In this paper we use only atomic %. For neutron
experiments, 4 × 8 × 50 mm parallelepipeds were cut from ingots.

To study the alloy structures after different cooling regimes, the
neutron diffraction patterns were measured at a high-resolution Fourier
diffractometer (HRFD) [18], operating at the IBR-2 pulsed reactor at
JINR (Dubna). This is a time-of-flight (TOF) instrument that can be
easily switched between high-resolution (Δd/d≈ 0.0015) and high-in-
tensity (Δd/d≈ 0.015) diffraction modes, which are both used for ob-
taining the data about phase transformations of the alloys [19].

3. Results and discussion

All the studied as cast Fe–Ga alloys have metastable structures at
room temperature: either A2 (Fig. 1a) or D03 (Fig. 1b, c and d). D03

ordering of the A2 structure is detected by appearance of superstructure
reflections 111D03 and 311D03, which are forbidden in the disordered
state.

Fig. 2 summarize the type of structure and corresponding lattice
parameter for Fe–Ga alloys with Ga content from 15 to 33 at.%Ga for
three cooling regimes: in the as cast state (a), after cooling in air from

950 °C (b), and furnace cooling with 2 K/min (c).
Our results for the as cast Fe–Ga samples presented in Fig. 2a (the

average cooling rate from the liquid phase is about 2000 K/min) are in
an excellent agreement with the data from synchrotron reported in
paper [3], where three-ranges dependence was obtained, but not with
paper [20], where a monotonous dependence of the lattice parameter is
reported. In our study, we used a wider range of Ga concentrations, and
this helps us distinguish three intervals in ‘lattice parameter vs Ga’ and
four intervals by structure types. Comprehensive results for the Fe–Ga
structures after air cooling and furnace cooling (Fig. 2b and c, corre-
spondingly) have no analogous in literature and, thus, they are pre-
sented here for the first time.

According to their structure, the as cast samples can be divided into
four groups (Fig. 2a):

1 x < 20, А2 structure.
2 20 < x < 27, А2 as a matrix with D03 clusters embedded into the

matrix (existence of small amount of B2 clusters is also not ex-
cluded).

3 27 < x < 31, D03 and B2 structures.
4 x > 31, B2 or D03 plus a phase with unresolved structure.

Within the second group, two subgroups can be distinguished:

2a 21 < x < 23, lattice parameter and width of fundamental peaks
decrease.

2b 23 < x≤ 27, lattice parameter increases linearly while the in-
tensity of superstructure peak (111) increases, reaches maximum,
and decreases.

Fig. 1. Neutron diffraction patterns for four as cast Fe-xGa alloys with x= 15.5, 20.7, 23.8 and 31.1 at.% Ga (a), (b), (c) and (d) respectively. Superstructure peaks
with odd Miller indices are absent for x= 15.5, start to appear for x= 20.7, are intensive and well formed for x= 23.8, start to go down for x= 31.1.
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From the viewpoint of the lattice parameter, there is no pronounced
difference between the samples in the as cast state and the samples
cooled down in water, and there is only small difference for the samples
with 18.5 and 33%Ga cooled down in open air (Fig. 2a and b). The
inflection in the behavior of the lattice parameter above 18.5%Ga is
well known for metallic alloys as an effect of ordering: in the ordered
state, the lattice is somewhat contracted. The interesting point is that
these dependences are obtained from the positions of fundamental
peaks, i.e., for the matrix. As follows from the diffraction patterns, up to
x= 20.7, only the A2 phase is present in the samples, but the depen-
dence a(x) deviates from linear already starting with x= 18.5, i.e., the
lattice parameter is more sensitive to the beginning of the ordering
process than the peak intensities. Up to x≈ 27, the ordered clusters
occupy a relatively small volume as compared to the volume of a dis-
ordered matrix, and it would be reasonable to assume that while the
volume of the clusters is small, the lattice parameter of the matrix
should change linearly with an increase of the Ga concentration. The
deviation from the linear dependence, observed already starting above
18.5%Ga, means that the matrix “adjusts” to the clusters and a high
degree of coherence between the lattices of the matrix and the clusters
remains.

A more detailed analysis of the data shows that some difference in

Fig. 2. Lattice parameter of the A2 or D03 (á= a/2) phases for the Fe-xGa alloys with x from 15.5 to 32.9%Ga in the as cast state (a), air cooled (b), and furnace
cooled with 2 K/min (c). For the furnace-cooled samples, the A2 and D03 phases are absent in a range of 26 < x < 30. Lattice parameters for the closed packed
structures (L12 and D019) are not shown in this figure. The lines are a guide for eyes.

Fig. 3. Williamson-Hall plots for the widths of fundamental diffraction peaks
(red triangles), superstructure peaks allowed in the B2 phase (brown crosses),
and superstructure peaks allowed in the D03 phase (blue diamonds). The Miller
indices of several first peaks and the characteristic size of clusters are specified.
The bottom line shows the diffractometer resolution function. (For interpreta-
tion of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
Web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. The average size of clusters with ordered atomic structure determined according to the Scherrer equation from the widths of 111 and 200 superstructure peaks
for the Fe-xGa alloys with x from 20.7 to 28.1% (a), and lattice parameter of the A2, B2 or D03 (á= a/2) phases for x from 9 to 32.9%Ga (left scale) and
magnetostriction for water quenched Fe–Ga alloys from Ref. [22].
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the lattice parameters of the matrix and the clusters exists. A very small
(~0.0002 Å), close to the statistical error, but a reliable difference is
observed between their lattice parameters. This difference is smaller
than the values presented in several articles on the splitting of the A2
and D03 peaks observed in the ribbons in synchrotron experiments
[3,21].

In agreement with [19], the analysis of the dependence of the su-
perstructure peak width on the d spacing (Williamson-Hall plot) allows

estimating the size of the ordered clusters. For the samples of the first
group (15.5 ≤ x≤ 19.5), the size of coherently scattering domains is
large and the level of microstresses is low. Starting with the composi-
tion with x= 20.7, the superstructure peaks appear with the width
pronouncedly greater as compared to fundamental ones and correspond
to the size of the ordered clusters of about L≈ 300 Å. For x > 19.5, the
widths of the fundamental peaks remain almost unchanged, whereas a
large size effect is seen in the widths of the superstructure peaks. Up to
x= 23.8, three different dependences are observed in the widths of the
peaks (Fig. 3), but for larger x, there remains a linear relationship for
the fundamental peaks and a parabolic one for the superstructure peaks.

This means that small clusters of both B2 and D03 phases appear,
whereas for x > 24 only D03 clusters remain. At approximately the
same x value, the cluster size is stabilized (Fig. 4a).

These results indicate correlation between structure of the alloys
with their magnetostriction (Fig. 4b). After nearly linear increase in
both lattice parameter and magnetostriction (up to x= 19), decrease in
both values take place up to x= 23 due to increase in ordering and
growth of D03 clusters’ size. Degree of order (intensity of the 111 peak
in Fig. 3a) reaches maximum at x≈ 24–26, then the D03 order starts to
transform gradually to B2 order. Above x= 27 the B2 ordering be-
comes dominating, which leads to decrease in magnetostriction as B2
phase is known to be paramagnetic at RT. In addition, at x > 30 a new
phase with unresolved in this paper structure appears: according to Ref.
[8], this can be paramagnetic M or R phase.

In contrast with the as cast and air-cooled samples, the slowly cooled
in the furnace samples (the cooling rate of 2 K/min from 850 to 250 °C,
then slower natural cooling in the furnace) also exhibit several groups
(Fig. 2c) but with other structures:

1 x < 19, А2 structure.
2 19 < x < 22, А2 as a matrix with D03 clusters.
3 22 < x < 25, D03 structure with A1 or L12 precipitates.
4 25 < x < 30, L12 structure with retaining A3 or D019 phase.
5 30 < x, D03 structure with A1 or L12 contamination, also several

Fig. 5. High resolution neutron diffraction patterns of the Fe-19.5Ga (a) and Fe-26.9Ga (b) alloys after furnace cooling. For Fe-19.5Ga it is compared with the pattern
measured in the as cast state. The Miller indices of several peaks are specified.

Fig. 6. Scheme of temperature – time – transition (TTT) diagram for Fe-27Ga
alloy with two critical cooling rates of 30 and 8 K/min and indication (under
time scale) of final structures at room temperature for given cooling rates ac-
cording to our results. Both scales – temperature and time – are presented in
this scheme in arbitrary units, apart from indication of three temperatures for
equilibrium transitions in this alloy at about 850, 680 and 620 °C according to
phase diagram [9].

Table 1
Critical cooling rates for Fe-27Ga alloy.

VCr1, K/min
Beginning of formation of the equilibrium L12 phase out from metastable D03 phase

VCr2, K/min
End of formation of equilibrium L12 phase out from metastable D03 phase

Fe-27%Ga ~30 5–8
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new unresolved phases appear, probably like Fe6Ga5 [8].

Thus, the equilibrium L12 phase along with some amount of D019

phase appear in the samples with 25 < x < 30 cooled down in the
furnace with the cooling rate of 2 K/min. The lattice parameter values
of these phases are not shown in Fig. 2c.

High-resolution ND patterns for two alloys after furnace cooling are
shown in Fig. 5. In contrast with the as cast and air-cooled state, the
furnace cooled Fe-19.5%Ga sample demonstrates D03 ordering
(Fig. 5a). The structure of the furnace cooled Fe-26.9%Ga sample, as
well as of the samples with higher Ga content, exhibits no sign of me-
tastable the D03 phase but a mixture of the L12 and D019 phases
(Fig. 5b).

Fe-26.9%Ga sample was additionally cooled down from 900 °C with
well-controlled (above 250 °C) cooling rates from 1 to 30 K/min.
Sample structures were examined to identify the first and second cri-
tical cooling rates (see scheme of time-temperature-transformation
(TTT) diagram in Fig. 6).

The first critical cooling rate, VCr1, is defined in this paper as the
cooling rate of beginning of the appearance of the equilibrium L12

phase out from the metastable D03 phase, and the second critical
cooling rate, VCr2, is the cooling rate at which no metastable phase (A2,
B2 or D03) is fixed in the sample structure at cooling. The results are
given in Table 1. More details on phase transitions in this alloy can be
found in [23].

4. Conclusions

To sum up, in this paper we (i) have analysed structure of the Fe-
(9–33)at.%Ga alloys after several cooling rates and (ii) identified two
critical cooling rates for Fe-27%Ga composition with respect to the
beginning and end of formation of equilibrium at room temperature L12

phase. From the viewpoint of crystallographic structure, samples after
casting, water quenching (cooling rate about 2000 K/min) and air
cooling (60–70 K/min) have the same or very similar structure for all
studied alloys. These cooling regimes prevent formation of closed
packed structures (equilibrium L12 and metastable D019) at room
temperature. It is notable, that formation of different structures at RT in
as cast samples (A2 → A2 + D03 → D03 + B2 → B2 + unresolved
phase with increase in Ga content in Fe–Ga alloys) correlates well and
explains change in alloy magnetistriction. In the case of furnace cooling
(2 K/min), samples with x < 22% have also similar structure with as
quenched samples (mixture of A2 and D03 phases), while for x > 22%
furnace cooling leads to the formation of closed packed L12 – dom-
inating equilibrium at RT phase, and some tracks of D019 phase.
Moreover, for 25 < x < 30% the bcc-derived phases (A2, B2 and D03)
disappear from the structure of furnace cooled samples.
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